
Preparing before the patient enters the
room pays huge dividends. Learn about
situational awareness and how this can
make you safer. How to avoid
embarrassing moments and mistakes...   

IS YOUR

PREPARATION

PROMOTING GOOD

PERFORMANCE 

BEGINNING CONSULTATIONS

EFFECTIVELY
      Getting off to a good start 

How to become poised or an effective
consultation / Learn immediate ways to
achieve Zen like calm / Practice
distraction methods for refreshment
and regenerative techniques to maintain
your energy...

GOING HOME WITH
ENERGY TO SPARE

Getting every consultation off to a good

start is called “Investing in the beginning”.

This pays huge dividends later on. The

chapters in this module will help clinicians

to prepare well for consultations, develop

rapport quickly, structure an agenda

effectively and develop trust.

Learn about why rapport matters; how
to achieve rapport quickly .. become a
rapport ninja and ensure you get
rapport reliably every time... 

WHY IS RAPPORT LIKE
MONEY?

A STRUCTURED APPROACH TO THE

BEGINNING OF THE CONSULTATION MEANS

THINGS RUN SMOOTHLY LATER ON

"Proper
preparation
and planning

prevents poor
performance"

"Listen
without

memory or
desire"

"Only connect"
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"Investing
in the

beginning" 
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Figuring out what the patient has really
come in for today helps avoiding late
arising complaints. How starting well
helps clinicians finish their clinics on
time. 

HOW IS

CONSULTATION LIKE

A BUSINESS

MEETING?

BEGINNING CONSULTATIONS

EFFECTIVELY
      Getting off to a good start 

 

Each section has a general introduction and suggestions for

Educators about how to teach the topic. Look out for

downloadable  pdfs, podcasts, infographics and videos 

The effect of saying 'thank you' for a
list. How we can use lists to aid
collaboration ; How the very lists we
sometimes despise can help you plan
your consultation effectively in the long
run... 

CAN YOU LEARN TO
LOVE A PATIENT WHO

BRINGS A LIST?

Making the first moments of the
consultation really count is key to its
success. Getting the patient on your
side from the start makes things go
well. This chapter is a nuanced toolkit
of ideas to start things off well. 

WHAT DO YOU SAY

AFTER YOU SAY

HELLO?

"By the way I
still have a

few things to
mention"

"securing an
appointment

this side of
Christmas can

be tricky" 
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"What DO YOU
SAY after you

say hello?"
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